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Muzo break the rules. 
We believe in thinking 

differently. Our approach to 
design is not to follow, but to 
make a true difference from 

beginning to end in

Classrooms
Libraries

Higher education
Cafeterias

Workspaces
Wallspaces



Xbrick is a light and robust module that can be used in numerous
ways to transform your space indoors and outdoors. It connects together
to make a range of seats, tables, stacked seating units, stools and more.

Xbrick



Take a classic chair design, coat it in loads of character and you have LJ2.

LJ2



Combining a brushed, stainless steel frame with either a solid Iroko timber top for 
outside use, or birch ply with tinted lacquer for inside. Alfresco-Mini’s super solid, 

tri-star construction means it has triple the strength making it perfect for Canteens, 
Breakout and Public Spaces.

Alfresco Mini

Edge was conceived as a dash of boldness for inside and outside space. Designed 
with a chunky aluminum base that looks splendid, powder-coated in a vibrant colour, 

both the Edge Table and Bench are available with an Iroko or Birch Ply top.

Edge



Any size, shape and height table (ranging from 25 to 41 inch high).
Versatilis is a groundbreaking table system that gives you the 

hassle-free ability to create a diverse range of customized tables.

Versatilis



Mobile, folding and nesting table system that is ideal for collaborative and 
solo learning styles. Now available with dry-erase surfaces.

Mini Mobile



A simple, mobile roll around sofa and workstation that provides multiple ways of 
collaborating and working within an open plan interior.

Waltzer



Peelable, magnetic visuals that can be freely arranged and rearranged on the wall. 

PXL

A solid design, that’s comfortable and friendly.
Works great in outdoor areas, canteens and cafe-style environments.

Town



Mobile floor-height table that works perfectly with MBob chairs 
and is a great addition to any classroom.

Super Low Versatilis

Comfortable floor seats available in a variety of colors, encourages new
ways of working, learning and collaborating.

MBob



Bebop active seats were developed as a fun way to strengthen core muscles 
and improve posture while sitting or perching. Easily moves around your space 
via the pull handle and glide/swivel base. Perfect for impromptu needs, team 

working and versatile spaces.

Bebop



Made out of recycled PET bottles, the design of the seat seamlessly
blends tradition with environmentally friendly innovation.

LJ1



More than a table system, it is a dynamic, fluid, business tool. You can add tables 
to expand when needed, rearrange them in seconds whenever called for, 

efficiently store/nest them when required and even level tables on uneven floors.

Kite®



The Nook is designed as a comfortable lounge chair for school lobbies, 
break-out areas, library projects or waiting areas.

Nook



Three different sizes (short, medium, tall) means Powerball can provide various 
surface heights with a visible, shareable power outlet. You can also swap out 

the sockets if different outlets are needed, such as power for USB-C.

Powerball



Mix and match the colors on this advanced ergonomic seat for education 
and learning environments.

Mix

A small table that is available in various colors. The table is ideal for lounges, 
offices, learning environments and public spaces.

Space Chicken



A modular seating system for education, public spaces, waiting areas and 
offices. Signs can be ordered in different configurations and sizes to meet 

the varying needs of interior spaces and people.

Signs

A portable, foldable, fun way to divide space, provide a customizable backdrop, 
and create a communal ideas area away from workstations. It seamlessly folds
down into a narrow profile and can then be used as a single unit or stored away.

Flow



The concept is simple, a chair that folds and nests that integrates flawlessly with 
Kite. Individually, Switch offers unique styling and brings a new level of comfort 

to the training and educational environment.

Switch

With a felt seat made from recycled PET bottles, LJ3 is a stool that 
is both beautiful and functional in equal measure.

LJ3



A cozy, acoustic box to work, relax or study in.

Box Lounger

A mobile, folding, stand and meet table system. Tall Kite clusters naturally 
become a magnet for idea exchange, it’s a table that encourages impromptu 

meetings and learning in a healthy manner.

Tall Kite



As much as home in canteens and office breakout areas as it is on
outdoor terraces and rooftops. Block is a robust table with a strong aesthetic.

Block



Eradicating the need for pedestals that eventually become dumping grounds,
HB-two provides users with a quick way of finding their essentials, and means 

you can be ready to work in less than 30 seconds.

HB-two

The accent colors lift the Knest height adjustable table to a new level – literally 
and metaphorically! The elegant leg details add instant pizzazz to contemporary 

spaces and the minimalist design belies Knest’s robust construction.

Knest



Woodland is a freestanding space divider with excellent sound-absorbing 
features. This playful screen provides visual protection while improving the 

acoustics and functionality of a public space.

Woodland

A privacy chair for breakout areas in office, education and library spaces.

M-Pod



Fun, practical, safe and stimulating seats for learning environments,
libraries and classrooms.

Puzzle

Transform your walls into writable surfaces with Muzo Paint, available in White, 
Clear and Magnetic. Muzo Spray removes the ghosting that naturally appears 

on markerboard surfaces, ensuring longevity between re-coats.

Muzo Paint and Spray



Whatever your needs, whatever the environment, Osprey is the
table and bench set for you.

Osprey

Modia is a portable media unit. Perfect for meeting, training, learning and 
lounge environments. There’s no need for fixed presentation rooms with Modia.

Modia



A mobile, high quality storage range for Education environments. The Stash range
is an open system that can be specified to a wide range of needs and purposes.

Stash



A light and robust storage box to store all your markerboard essentials.

Stashbox

As the name tells us, nothing more than a giant donut that you can sit on.

Giant Donut



For more information
about our products

Come visit our showroom

muzo-works.com

350 N. LaSalle, Suite 200, 
Chicago, IL 60654

Find us on Instagram
@hello.muzo



muzo-works.com


